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ABSTRACT 
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Project Name Aronoff Center for the Arts 

Address City/State/ZIP Cincinnati, Ohio 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

Occupying an 85,000 s.f. L-shaped site in the heart of downtown Cincinnati, the Aronoff Center includes the 2700-seat Procter &Gamble Hall, the 

440-seat Jarson-Kaplan Theater, the 150-seat Fifth Third Sank Theater, the Alice F. and Harris K. Weston Art Gallery, and public, performer and staff 

support spaces. The primary objective of this project was to create avibrant performing and visual arts complex that would meet the cultural 

needs of the Cincinnati community, promote aviable and active city center to improve the downtown economy, and appropriately animate the 

entertainment district while respecting its historic urban setting. 

To respond to its urban landscape, the Center was designed as afamily of related buildings rather than asingle institution. The exterior 

is two architectural characters woven together as one composition. Bracketed between large masonry walls of brick and limestone, monumentally 

scaled performance spaces and lobbies are tempered by stone and glass infill structures that contain additional programmatic elements of amore 

urban scale and style. The entire composition is tied together at street level with a14-foot high limestone base and colonnade. The inspiration for 

the architecture came from the robust materials and clarity of form evident in 

many of Cincinnati's brick buildings. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

An excellent example of an urban problem transformed into acreative solution, the Aronoff Center demonstrates asolid commitment by the State 

of Ohio, and the City of Cincinnati and its citizens, to build and sustain afirst-class center for the performing and visual art~ From its inception, the 

Center was intended as the catalyst for adowntown renaissance and astimulus for further economic development within the surrounding blocks 

dubbed the "Backstage" area; it has proved extremely successful in this regard as evidenced by the new businesses and restaurants that have 

emerged and by the increase in pedestrian traffi~ The Center replaced several vacant and deteriorating structures and parking lots with avibrant 

facility that fits well into its urban context of three and four-story historic buildings. As ashowcase for diverse performances by community dance, 

opera, symphony and choral groups, the three-theater complex has enhanced the cultural offering in Southwestern Ohio. It has provided small 

arts organization~ which previously did not have ahome, with performance and exhibition venues. It has created employment opportunities, both 

through its construction and on-going operation. 

The Aronoff Center also serves as an excellent model of private/public partnering. It is truly acommunity building-developed through ahighly 

participatory process involving the many performing and visual arts organizations and unions that use the facilities 

as well as the relevant governmental agencies. 
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1. How has the project impacted the local community? 

As the anchor of arevived entertainment district, the Aronoff Center for the Arts strengthened the network of public streetscapes and breathed 

life into an otherwise weary and deteriorating civic block. The Center opened in October 1995 with agala celebration and to rave reviews by the 

community. While there was some initial opposition in the early phases of the project by those who feared it would take patrons away from the 

Music Hall, this concern has proven unfounded. Nearby businesses have enjoyed the economic spin·off and extended their operating hours on 

weekends to cater to the pre-theater crowds. 

2. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project? 

The primary objective of this project was to create avibrant performing and visual arts complex that would meet the cultural needs of the Cincinnati 

community, promote aviable and active city center to improve the downtown economy, and appropriately animate the entertainment district while 

respecting its historic urban setting. Although some changes had to be made from the original design to secure approval from the local Urban 

Design Review Board. there were no serious trade·offs or compromises required in the project's implementation. The normal fine-tuning process that 

occurs during design ensured acoherent architectural entity that successfully integrated into its urban environment. 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION <coNm> 

3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. 

The development process for this project was highly participatory in nature. Design presentations. which were scheduled with regular frequency, 

solicited input from the various performing and visual arts organizations and unions that would use the facilities as well as the relevant government 

agencies. Although the basic architectural program had been approved by the Client, there were several programmatic issues that remained 

unresolved, e.g. seat count in the theaters. corporate suites, visual art exhibition space, basement space for future use, and catering facilities. 

To ensure that the building accurately reflected the desires and functional requirements of its many users and patrons, the architectural team 

conducted extensive interviews with the various constituents. Design development concluded with aformal presentation to 350 people comprising 

the Building Committee, the Board, fund raising strategists. City Council, the Urban Design Review Board, theater user groups, and the media. The 

project team presented models and drawings of every major interior and exterior component to ensure that the design was clearly understood by 

the community. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sour ces and square foot costs where applicable. 

The total project cost of $92 million derived from several sources. The State of Ohio provided $40 million. The City of Cincinnati deeded land to the 

State of Ohio and included streetscape development and lighting at avalue of $22 million. The fundraising efforts of the Cincinnati Arts Association 

secured $20 million in corporate, foundation and individual donations. The final $10 million was in the form of an operating endowment. 

The final cost per square foot was approximately $275 in 1993/94 dollars. 

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings? 

Theaters. by their nature, are introverted. Rear and/or side facades typically display uninteresting blank surfaces as ameans of accommodating 

auditoria, flytowers and building services. In the case of the Aronoff Center. however, street frontages were maximized by internalizing loading and 

servicing facilities within the site. Trucks access loading bays via aservice court on Gano Alley. eliminating disruption to traffic flow on any main 

thoroughfares. The public streetscape was further enhanced by transparent elements that wrap the perimeter-theater and gallery lobbies, retail 

shops, offices and arestaurant. Continuing the rhythm of fenestration, yet in adeparture from traditional theater design, three large windows into 

the black-box theater admit natural light and enable pedestrians to view performances from the sidewalk. This model could certainly be adapted to 

other urban settings assuming adequate space is available. 

The extensive community process described in item 4above was asignificant factor in the overall success of the project. This effort was encouraged 

by the Client and facilitated by Cesar Pelli &Associates. Based on the architectural team's past experience working with not-for-profit organizations, 

it was felt that critical issues should be reviewed by the facility's Executive Director. Upon learning that aDirector had not yet been retained for the 

Aronoff Center. the architects suggested as an alternative that input be solicited from personnel of neighboring facilities, to which the Client agreed. 
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1. What role did you or your organization play in e development of this project? 

Theatre Projects Consultants was the theatre planning consultant for the Aronoff Center project. Our responsibilities included assisting with the 

programming of the building's spaces. conceptual design of the three performance spaces, assistance with the functional planning of the entire 

building and the design and commissioning of the performance equipment installed in the three theatres, We worked closely with Cesar Pelli & 

Associates throughout the design and construction of the building. 

2. From your perspective, how was the project intended to benefit the urban environment? 

As theatre planning consultants, we are frequently called upon to assist with the design of new performance facilities and the renovation of historic 

facilities located in urban areas. Our practice has been involved in numerous feasibility and planning studies geared toward achieving the optimum 

impact on the urban environment. We support the concept that performing arts projects can act as catalysts for the revitalization of downtowns in 

cities large and small. The Aronoff Center was intended to be this sort of catalyst for the continued redevelopment of downtown Cincinnati. 

3. Describe the projects impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

It is our understanding that the $60 million construction of the Aronoff Center has spawned the investment of over $150 million in additional 

restoration and renovation projects in the immediate vicinity of the performing arts center. This includes new restaurants and shops, additional 

parking, and the general upgrade of the existing real estate surrounding the center. Existing service establishments are benefiting greatly from 

proximity to the Aronoff. 
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4. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your or ganization participate in 

making them? 

The design team, under the leadership of the Pelli office, was instructed from the start that the program was to be acheived within the stated budget 

of $60 million. Throughout the planning and design of the project, the design team made numerous trade·offs and compromises to balance the 

program and the budget while maintaining an appropriate level of spatial, functional and architectural quality. Theatre Projects Consultants was 

involved in many of the decisions, especially those related to the performance function of the building. Trade·offs and compromises were required 

in the final determination of the sizes and quantities of technical and performance related support spaces, in the scope of the theatre equipment 

installation, and in the acoustical design of the center. Each decision was made with input from the desgn team members who were directly involved 

with that aspect of the project. 

5. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? 

This project can be instructive to others in our profession in that the large auditorium has been achieved in the tightest footprint of construction 

of any project of this size. The 2700 seat Procter &Gamble Auditorium was designed to appear smaller than it actually is and is successful in this 

endeavor. This auditorium is proving to be an example to our profession of the importance of careful design of large auditoriums. 

6. What do you consider to be the most and least successfu I aspects of this project? 

According to apast Executive Director of the Aronoff Center, some of the most successful aspects of the Center include: the amazing intimacy of 

the 2700·seat hall and the excellent sightlines from all over the hall; the appropriateness of the smaller theatre's size and technical performance 

systems for use by community groups and small professional companies; the location of the box office and the abundance of space there and the 

efficiency of the office spaces by both function and location. 

The architectural lighting of the Aronoff Center is successful and some elements. like the ceiling of the Procter &Gamble Hall, are considered 

spectacular. Upon reflection, we would deal differently with some coordination problems which led to awkward access to some of the architectural 

lighting in public areas. 
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We were the acoustics and noise control consultants. 

2. From your perspective, how was the project intended to benefit the urban environment? 

Cincinnati is acity whose cultural institutions have mostly developed in areas well outside the Central Business District. The Aronoff Center was 

intended to add breadth to the cultural life of downtown Cincinnati. 

3. Describe the projects impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

With its multiple performance venues and social gathering spaces, the Center attracts audiences and visitors to an area where sidewalks previously 

retracted by 6:00 p.m. every night. Restaurants, clubs, hotels and businesses have all felt the positive impact of the Center. 
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4. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your or ganization participate in 
making them? 

Trade-offs and compromises. from our point of view, mostly involved programmatic considerations. Neither the site nor the budget allowed the full 

wish list to be realized. That balance that was acheived is testimony to the cooperative spirit of all those who collaborated in the project. Our role 

was to advocate the functional and hearing needs of the performers and audience members. considerations that permeated nearly all aspects of the 

design process. 

5. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? 

Few other spaces with this number of seats. i.e. 2700, feel as intimate and refined. The use of sound transparent materials for the ceiling enabled 

great flexibility of technical and architectural accommodations. 

6. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The Aronoff Center is one of the very best Roadhouses that Kirkegaard Associates has designed. It combines large capacity with intimacy and 

allows avariety of touring audio systems to fill the room with clear, even sound. Although its primary purpose is as avenue for amplified Broadway 

musicals, touring dance shows, and popular music acts, its natural acoustics are remarkably good as well, suitable for orchestra and opera. 

As for the least successful, from an acoustics perspective, we would wish to refine the acoustical design of the small theater space, both in func

tional and space configuration terms. 
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1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

The Aronoff Center for the Arts occupies an L-shaped site in the entertainment district of downtown Cincinnati. The Center's large Broadway·style 

playhouse. the 2700-seat Procter &Gamble Hall, shares an address with the 440-seat Jarson-Kaplan Theater along heavily trafficked Walnut Street. 

The exterior facade expresses two architectural characters and weaves them together as one composition. Bracketed between large masonry 

walls of brick and limestone, the monumentally scaled performance spaces and lobbies of these two theaters are tempered by stone and glass infill 

structures that contain offices. restaurants and retail components of amore urban scale and style. The Fifth Third Bank Theater. astudio space with 

aseating capacity of 150, faces away from Walnut Street and is pedestrian in scale; large windows along Seventh Avenue preview its experimental 

productions and entice passers-by. The entire composition is tied together at street level with a14-foot high limestone base and colonnade. The 

inspiration for the architecture came from the robust materials and clarity of form evident in many of Cincinnati's brick buildings. 

The Alice F. and Harris K. Weston Art Gallery opens onto apublic plaza at the intersection of Walnut and Seventh Streets. An interior public 

passageway, running parallel to Walnut Street and through the theater lobbies, connects this plaza to alarger second plaza at the corner of Sixth 

and Walnut. This compressed procession is apositive response to the site's tight dimensions; the coloring and grid patterns of the exterior pavers 

translate seamlessly to honed marble floors in the interior spaces. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

As the catalyst for the revival of the city's "Backstage" area and astimulus for further economic development. the Aronoff Center 

plays an important role in attracting people from the suburbs into the downtown core. Its three theaters. of varying sizes and configurations, 

can accommodate adiverse programming mix thereby offering abroad cultural selection to the citizens of Cincinnati and providing rehearsal 

and performance venues for community arts and music groups. The Center is home to the city's "Broadway Series" and hosts avariety of dance. 

operatic, symphonic, choral and other music productions. The Weston Gallery features changing exhibits of local. regional and national artists. 

As apublic project, the Center's construction created local employment opportunities; its ongoing operation continues to do so. 

mailto:lholford@cesar-pelli.com
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. 

The L-shaped configuration, tight dimensions and importance of Walnut Street as alink to the center of downtown Cincinnati afforded only 

aminimum of siting possibilities for the complex. These constraints were further impacted by the basic loading and service demands of the 

theaters. In our pursuit of the ideal service diagram, and working closely with community and arts related groups including the Cincinnati Historical 

Conservation Board, we explored approximately 25 schemes for trucks to access the site without disturbing any surrounding historic properties. 

We managed to achieve an elegant solution that kept all services internal to the block and allowed the creation of civilized and friendly facades 

on all major streets. During Pre-Design, we also discovered that we could reduce the building footprint by creating open plazas at each of the 

three corners of the site. This option not only reduced costs but provided astrong, contextual public amenity which enhanced the approach to the 

building. 

4. Describe the way in which the project relates to its urban context. 

The Aronoff Center functions effectively at both agrand civic scale and an everyday pedestrian level. To fit into its urban landscape, the building 

was conceived as afamily of related buildings rather than asingle institution. Each theater appears to take shape between brick-clad forms that 

echo the masonry of surrounding buildings. Curving expanses of glass curtainwall offer glimpses of the interior spaces and beckon passers-by. 

Areas at the periphery of the Center are considered integral to the complex. The basket-weave paving pattern of sidewalks and corner plazas 

carries into the internal passageway and theater lobbies. Street lighting, signage and provision for banners promoting current productions inake 

vital connections between the Center and the urban space around it. 

The delicate balance of heroic and urban scale is also evident in the auditoria. The design for the grandly proportioned Procter &Gamble Hall 

employs parallel and vaulted ceiling arches, enlivened by fiber optics, to distort perspective and create the illusion of amuch smaller house. In 

contrast, the Jarson-Kaplan's auditorium is designed to appear taller than its 50 feet by wrapping back-of-house functions with fascia similar to the 

balconies below. 

5. Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the projects design and architecture. 

Among the greatest strengths of our design process for the Aronoff Center were the strong collaboration between our firm and the client, the suc

cessful management of alarge, multi-disciplinary team of consultants, and the meeting of budget and schedule demands. We were able to complete 

the project one month earlier than its aggressive schedule demanded and $100,000 under budget. 

Of the design itself, perhaps the greatest strength is the Center's successful integration into its urban environment. It responds sensitively to its site 

and to the building materials and traditions of the Cincinnati area. 
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1 . What role did you play i 

1was involved as chairman of the Board of the Music Hall Association, which merged with the Aronoff Center project in 1992 and then became the 

Cincinnati Arts Association (CAA), anon·profit, 501 (c) (3) organization. CAA operates the Music Hall on behalf of the City and is contracted with the 

state of Ohio to manage the Aronoff Center for the Arts. 

Also, I served as amember of the Ohio Arts Facilities Commission, which was created to help build astate performing arts center. My role was to 

help in sustaining the relationship with the State of Ohio, which funded the majority of the project. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

This project was intended largely to serve as acatalyst for adowntown revitalization. There was adefinite threat that the only downtown theater 

in existence might be sold and demolished, virtually eliminating downtown audiences altogether. Additionally, there was significant concern for the 

decline in downtown growth, and the creation of anew arts complex was seen as atangible beginning for the growth of the downtown core. 

Since its opening in October 1995, the Aronoff Center has drawn an average of approximately half amillion people each year to the downtown core. 

With those visitors came significant revenue opportunities for downtown businesses. Since our opening, six new restaurants have opened in the 

immediate vicinity. Three of these included entirely new construction. Area businesses such as parking, hotels and retail have also been boosted as 

aresult of this new facility. 
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3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

There were no serious trade·offs or compromises that had to be made. However, the available property was limited by the amount and cost of 

downtown land that could be acquired by the city of Cincinnati. Also, the architect, Cesar Pelli &Associates, had to work with the local Urban Design 

Review Board, which had the right of approval over the design. Although changes had to be made from the initial design, this process did not result 

in any major compromises to the purpose or design of the building. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

One of the most successful aspects of the project is the integration of amajor performing and visual arts center into the urban landscape of the 

Downtown core. Architecturally, the design and the materials used in constructing the facility help to call upon and blend into the surrounding urban 

neighborhood. The Center becomes alandmark. gathering destination, without separating itself from the environment. Additionally, the success in 

drawing over 500,00D people annually, it has helped keep the downtown area alive and vital. 

Perhaps the least successful aspect of our project was aretail, gift shop operation which was originally included in the facility. We have determined 

that this operation has not had the success that we had hoped. Given this knowledge and experience, we would have reconsidered the positioning of 

our retail spaces to leverage the best location. 
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1. What role did you play i 

Messer Construction was hired by the Ohio Building Authority to act as an agency construction manager for the project. As such, Messer 

was responsible to provide estimating and scheduling services along with performing constuctablility reviews, value engineering 

evaluations, bid package development and overall phasing parameters. 

Due to the foresight of the client, Messer's contract was executed simultaneously with the designer's. This timing proved invaluable as 

it allowed for a true team environment to flourish. The expertise and focus brought about by this team allowed for the overwhelmingly 

successful completion of the project. All the client's expectations were exceeded. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

Toward the beginning of this project. the City of Cincinnati was facing adilemma facing most large Cities. Downtown was no longer a 

viable destination for consumers, business and development: Problems associated with the local.convention center, sporting facilities 

and infrastructure had been taking atoll on urban development for years. The successful completion of the Aronoff Center. coupled with 

the resulting surge of patrons to the facility, provided the positive example the City desperately needed that downtown development was 

indeed viable and appropriate. An influx of divergent business were soon developed that supported the Center and provided ancillary 

destinations. Since the completion of the project, over 500,000 people have been drawn to the Center and surrounding businesses making 

this one of the City's most important successes. Due to the intimacy and well thought out design of the Center, the Center supports the 

largest Broadway Series subscriptions in the region. 

mailto:raustin@messer.com
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3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

As with all functioning works of art. numerous compromises were required. Cesar Pelli. in trying to adequately supplement the existing 

historical architecture was required to develop aseries of options for the client"s selection. Unfortunately, monetary constraints required 

that new and ingenious construction systems be developed, tested and installed. Working with the designers and consultants. we were 

able to devise new fabrication and installation methods that allowed for an interrupted flow of construction. 

Inherent to the development of aperforming art center is the issue of design versus function. The physical constraints on size, cost and 

time required acontinuous series of compromises by each member of the team. Fortunately, our knowledge of the local jurisdictions. 

market conditions and client's goals allowed us to act as anon·biased mediator that allowed for the more serious occurrences to quickly 

be resolved. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect of the project was the overwhelming success the Center brought to the revitalization of the downtown area. 

The vibrancy of the area is almost physical. Additionally, the merging of the new architecture with the surrounding environment provides 

aseamless flow from the classic business culture to the revitalized entertainment district. Accomplishing this task while respecting the 

demands placed by cost, size and the interest of the public was aHerculean accomplishment. 

The least successful aspect of the project was the interference and disruption realized as aresult of the efforts of afractional political 

group lobbying to derail the development as awhole. Subsequent legal wrangling resulted in lost time, additional cost and acompromised 

design. Fortunately, the overwhelming success of the project quieted all concerns with appropriateness. 
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